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On the luminous .4ppearan~ of Sea Water. 

of silica. It had produced o'5875 of a gramme of siliea, and 
had therefore taken up 0"28o6 ofagramme of oxygen. This 
expeximent differs by about 2 per cent. from the toregoing ; 
but both have this fault, that a portion of carbon is lost, as 
a component part of the fcetid oil wherewith the water was 
hnpre[gnated. 

5. Having seen the impossibility of obtaining a rigid re- 
sult by means of solutions of iron, ( undertook toincor- 
porate the base of silica with copper, by means of a similar 
proe.~s of reduction with powder of "charcoal. The sili- 
¢atexi copper was dissolved in nitric acid, during which 
there existed evident marks of the presence of carbon~ which 
at first separated in the form of a brown powder; but 
vanished, whilst the departing gas, conducted through lime 
water, deposited a portion of carbonate of lime. The 
copper dissolved to a clear fluid,, which, on cooling 
thickened to a blue jelly, and left after drying and wash. 
hag a [gray siliceous earth, amounting to 5 per cent. of 
the weight of the copper. Attempting to separate the 
Copper with so much nicety as to produce a more exact re-  
, t i t  than the preceding, circumstance3 occurred which 
rendered a loss inevitable, and thereby made this experi- 
ment still more uncertain. 

I have not tried to unite the base of silica with silver by 
fusion with carbon, but I have no doubt of its success. 
i t  will probably present a more accurate result, although 
the filver will also yield a sensible quantity of carbon 
from its solutions in nitric acid*. As to the determination 
of the:precise, quantities of oxy, g~en and. base formin. ,g silicaj 
I consider thts as only of secondary importance: it Is at pre- 
sent sufficient, that these experiments determine with a to- 
lerable certainty that silica, mixed with powder of charcnaIj 
can be reduced in fusion with a metal, and that its base, 
when the metal is dissolved in acids, is, by the absorption 
of shout an equal weight of oxygenj again converted into 
jilica. 

~J '  r T ] . . . . . . . . .  I ,  I~ 

XXXVI[. On the Luminous Appearance of Sea IZfater. By 
K~xonT SPE~csR, Esq. 

To Mr. Tilloeh. 

SZ~, T u x  iumiBous appearance which the sea (when 

~ ex'pefimtat'wtth silver ham since been performed by the German 
and the re~ih, as I have bcea iIll0=med~ wa0 0itch a# Professor Bex- 

sdim l ~ h 6 ~ ,  ~ti6patedc'.,-l~lT. 
agltatcd) 
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On the luminous ~ t ~ r a n ~  of Sea Walel'. ~Of 
ugitated) occasionally exhibits, and tile desire satisfactori!y 
to account for this phamomenon, have caused much invesu- 
gation ; but throughout the whole 1 do not recollect that 
any thing like the phmnomena stated below has been ob- 
served. 

Believing then the fact to be new, t venture to request 
you will give it a place in your Magazine ; and I indulge 
the hope that it may lead to a further and profitable dis- 
cussion of the subject. 

On the 8th of August last, in the evening, being at 
Bkackpool on the western coast, and observing the sea to 
be at times very luminous,ml went to the beach, in order 
to view it more clearly. And accidentally stamping on a 
flat part where the tide had flowed, but from which it had 
receded a few feet, it being about half an hour after high 
water, I was surprised with the appearance of some hun- 
dreds of sparks of light, which surrounded my foot in every 
direction, to the distance of about 15 inches, the largest 
being nearest. The light, however, was only instantaneous. 

Struck with the novelty of the appearance, I stamped a 
second time on the same spot, and produced a very few 
sparks ; I afterwards stamped repeatedly on the same spot, 
but without producing any. I then sought for a similar 
flat spot on the beach ; and, stamping upon it, I produced 
the same appearances as in the first case. I then tried to 
elicit sparks by stamping on the sloping part of the beach 
which inclines to the sea, but without success : on trying 
again, however, on the flat partsj the same appearances m- 
variably occurred. 

Unwilling that so singular a fact should rest on the 
dictum of an individual, I requested L. Starkie, esq. of 
Huntro'yd, in that neiglabourhood, to accompany me to th¢ 
beach ; where we repeated the experiment several times 
with the same success. 

It seems thereibre that the tide at high water had depo- 
sited something in these flat places; and that the friction 
of the shingles against each other, produced by the stamp- 
ing, was the cause of this matter emitting the luminous 
appearances: the tide had effectually left tile beach, and 
there was not the least appearance of puddles of water ha 
the places acted upon. 

I am, sir, 
Your olgxlicnt servant,~ 

Surry Institutions ~-NIGIIT ~PZNCRRo 

XXXVIII .  
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